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ABSTRACT

ORIGINAL ARTICLE

INTRODUCTION

Science education is envisioned by education 
departments around the globe as providing students 
with the knowledge, skills, and understanding 

needed in the formation of a scientifically literate citizenry 
(Department of Education, 2013 and Royal Society of 
Chemistry, 2011). Contributing to the development of 
scientific literacy is chemistry education. Chemistry deals 
with the understanding of matter and its properties, uses, 
and behavior of its subunits such as atoms, molecules, 
and ions. This chemical understanding is often expressed 
and taught in three modes of representation, which are 
collectively included in a framework called Johnstone’s 
Chemistry Triangle (Johnstone, 1982; Gabel, 1999; Gilbert 
and Treagust, 2009; and Talanquer, 2011). The Chemistry 
Triangle exposes the perspective of chemistry in three, 
dependent and closely related levels, namely macroscopic, 
submicroscopic, and symbolic levels (Johnstone, 1982; 
Gilbert and Treagust, 2009; Talanquer, 2011; and Cardellini, 
2012). The levels can be presented by a triangle with the 
three levels at the vertices, as shown in Figure 1 (Johnstone, 
1991 and Li and Arshad, 2014).

The macroscopic level refers to the level where senses are 
used to describe matter and observe changes in matter during 
laboratory experiments. The submicroscopic level deals 
with the representation of what is being observed in minute 
scale - at the level of electrons, atoms, ions, and molecules. 
The symbolic level makes chemical phenomena abstract 
through the use of chemical symbols, formulas, expressions, 
and equations (Johnston, 1982; Gilbert and Treagust, 2009; 

Talanquer, 2011; and Towns et al., 2012). The interplay 
of the three aforementioned levels makes sense in student 
learning and understanding of chemistry concepts and 
chemical systems. In fact, the use of these levels as modes of 
representations support students’ learning, makes interpretation 
of a concept easier, and constructs deeper understanding of 
chemical systems (Ainsworth, 2007).

Students, however, often find the interplay of the levels difficult 
both to understand and use (Gilbert and Treagust, 2009). 
Some problems arising from such interplay include the lack 
of macroscopic experience (Nelson, 2002), misconceptions of 
the submicroscopic nature of matter (Harrison and Treagust, 
2002), deficiency in using complex conventions in symbolic 
level (Marais and Jordaan, 2000), and the inability to move in 
between levels (Gabel, 1999). The inability to move in between 
levels poses a challenge in chemistry education, especially 
in bridging understanding concepts between the abstract and 
concrete levels, where students put their own experiences in 
making assumptions in the submicroscopic and symbolic levels 
(Driver and Ericsson, 1983; Gabel, 1999; and Adbo, 2012).

The ability to move from one level of the triangle to another 
is called the translational skill, an important skill in chemistry, 
wherein one can fully grasp the true meaning of the concepts 
taught and learned (Gilbert, 2008). As an important skill, two 
related studies were conducted to investigate the extent of 
translation among the three levels. Brandiet (2014) investigated 
students’ understanding of the symbolic, macroscopic, 
and particulate domains of redox reactions. He found out 
that students seemed to have a better understanding of the 
macroscopic-symbolic conditions than the macroscopic-
particulate or the symbolic-particulate relationships. On the 
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other hand, Li and Arshad (2014) focused on the extent of 
how teachers linked between macroscopic, submicroscopic, 
and symbolic representation levels in teaching redox reactions. 
They found that most of their participating teachers emphasized 
the macroscopic mode, followed by the symbolic and the least 
in the submicroscopic mode. They also took note of the full 
integration of the three modes by two teachers in tackling the 
topic in hand.

Since the ability to being able to work within each of the three 
modes and to move mentally in between them leads to a full 
appreciation of the explanations that science provides on a given 
phenomenon (Gilbert, 2008), this study investigated whether 
an interplay among different modes of representation led to 
the relational understanding of chemistry through the students’ 
use of their translational skills. Specifically, the paper sought 
to (a) determine the extent of the translational skills of the 
students exposed to conventional lecture method (CLM) and 
to the integrated macro-micro-symbolic approach (IMMSA), 
(b) determine the ways of translation used by them in fully 
understanding the given chemistry concept, and (c) determine 
the translational pattern obtained by them in chemistry.

METHODOLOGY
Research Design and Procedure
This study utilized a qualitative research approach to 
determine the extent, ways, and patterns of the translational 
skills of 10th-grade students in chemistry. These students were 
studying the concepts on kinetic molecular theory of gases. 
Research permission was sought from the executive director 
of the secondary school as well as informed consent from the 
participants. Once permission was granted, two groups of 10th-
grade students underwent the experimentation phase. The first 
group was exposed to CLM, while the others were exposed 
to IMMSA. After a month of experimentation, five randomly 
selected representatives (coded as C for the CLM and E for 
the IMMSA) from each group were invited to participate in 
videotaped individual interviews.

Research Tool and Data Analysis
The interviewees had three tasks to do, which correspond 
to the macroscopic, microscopic, and symbolic modes of 
representation. Below is the interview guide:

Macroscopic mode
The student was tasked to execute the “vacuum glass 
experiment” by manipulating the materials given to him.
• Q1: What have you observed from the experiment?
• Q2: Why was the fire extinguished?
• Q3: Why did the water rise?

Microscopic mode
The student was tasked to construct an illustration of the 
experiment using conventions such as particles and arrows.
• Q4: Can you explain your illustration?
• Q5: What is the behavior of the molecules in the 

illustration?

Symbolic mode
The student was asked to answer a problem-based question: 
Use the same setup of the “vacuum glass experiment.” Initially, 
oxygen and carbon dioxide gases around the flame exert 
1.00 atm and are in equilibrium with the surrounding gases. 
When the source of the flame is covered with the glass, the 
temperature is decreased from 303.15 K to 293.15 K. How 
much pressure is exerted by the gases inside the glass now? 
Explain.

• Q6: What is the relationship between pressure and 
temperature?

• Q7: How much pressure do the gases inside the glass exert 
now?

• Q8: Does the answer justify your results in the experiment?

The extent of the translational skills exhibited by the students 
was determined through the use of the scoring guide (Table 1). 
Their skills were described as excellent (5.16–6.00), very 
satisfactory (4.33–5.15), satisfactory (3.50–4.32), moderately 
satisfactory (2.67–3.49), fair (1.84–2.66), or poor (1.00–1.83).

Moreover, the data obtained from the interviews were 
analyzed by identifying phrases, clauses, or statements which 
determined the mode of representation used by the students in 
explaining the given phenomenon. The results are presented 
using Johnstone’s Chemistry Triangles (Li and Arshad, 2014). 
Line-by-line coding was used to represent the translation in 
between modes: One-headed arrows (→) represent one-way 
translations and two-headed arrows (← ) denote two-way 
translations.

Figure 1: Chemistry triangle

Table 1: Scoring rubric for the extent of translational skill 
use

Pattern Translation Number of 
translations

Number of 
points

1 One‑way 1 1
2 2
3 3

2 Two‑way 1 4
2 5
3 6
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Table 2 summarizes the extent, ways, and patterns of the 
students’ translational skills based on the analysis of videotaped 
interviews on selected students from the two participating 
groups.

Extent of Students Translational Skills
As noted in the table above, all of the students in the CLM 
group had a fair extent of translational skills (an extent average 
of 2.0). This is due to the fact that the CLM group did not take 
into account other modes of representation. It should be noted 
that the CLM students had little or no class participation during 
the course of the study (Kumar, 2004 and Kaur, 2011). Those 
in the IMMSA group, however, had a satisfactory extent of 
translational skills (an extent average of 4.00) because of the 
integration of several modes of representation which highlight 
relationships between the cross-link between macro, micro, 
and symbolic concepts (Bradley, 2014).

Students’ Translational in Understanding the Chemistry 
Concept
The students had a varying set of translations, ranging from the 
most utilized (symbolic to macroscopic) to rarely used ones 
(macroscopic to microscopic, microscopic to symbolic, and 
symbolic to microscopic).

Symbolic to macroscopic translation
All of the participating students had translations from symbolic 
to macroscopic modes. Representative student E7 showed this 
translation while explaining his answer in the problem-based 
question:
 “[…] and you have 0.97 atm which then justifies why the water 

went up because of the decrease in pressure inside the 
glass, because 1 is >0.97 atm.”

Student E7 justified his answer (pressure=0.97 atm) through 
utilizing what he observed in the given experiment (water 
goes up when pressure is <1 atm). This means that student 

Table 2: Extent, ways, and patterns of translational skills of students in chemistry

Pattern Subject Extent Pattern Translation
1 C3

C7
C9
C10
C13

2.00
(fair)

One‑way; two sets of modes are interplayed

E13 2.00 (fair) One‑way; two sets of modes are interplayed

E7 4.00 (satisfactory) One‑way; two sets of modes are interplayed

E8 4.00 (satisfactory) One‑way; two sets of modes are interplayed

2 E4 5.00(very satisfactory) One one‑way, two two‑way; three sets of modes 
are interplayed

2 E11 5.00 (very satisfactory) One one‑way, two two‑way; three sets of modes 
are interplayed
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E7 like all other participants used their experiences in the 
vacuum glass experiment to answer the problem-based 
question and to verify whether their answer was correct or 
not. Laboratory experiments strengthened the understanding 
at the symbolic level as these activities increased the 
problem-solving ability, among other skills, of the students 
(Hofstein, 2004).

Microscopic to macroscopic translation
All but one student had microscopic to macroscopic mode 
translations. Student E8 is an example of this translation:
 “[…] here’s the candle, and so it is lighting up. Since 

there is no oxygen that could come in, then the fire gets 
distinguished, right? And so, the water then rises up.”

Student E8 explained his interpretation through the use of 
sensory details such as lighting, extinguishing, and rising up of 
water. This translation denotes that when students are engaged 
in laboratory activities, they tend to relate the behavior of the 
molecules to these activities. Practical work, another term 
for laboratory activities, provides the necessary concepts in 
explaining what happens in the submicroscopic level, thus 
enhancing the learning process (Gilbert, 2008). These activities 
link what is observable by the senses to what are inside the 
mind, which led to the understanding of a more abstract iconic 
representation of the phenomenon at the level of atoms and of 
molecules (Millar, 2004).

Other ways of translation
The other means of translation, such as macroscopic to 
symbolic, macroscopic to microscopic, microscopic to 
symbolic, and symbolic to microscopic, were rarely used 
by the students. These translations are common sites of 
misconceptions in understanding the concepts of chemistry 
and chemical systems (Chittleborough and Treagust, 2007).

It is interesting to note that the less-utilized translations 
were used by the students in the IMMSA group since they 
were exposed to different modes of representation. The use 
of multiple representations is an advantage in teaching and 
learning chemistry concepts as the different representations 
support one another and deepen understanding of the given 
phenomenon (Ainsworth, 2007; Sanchez, 2017).

Patterns of the Translational Skills in Chemistry
The translational skills of the students in chemistry could 
be visualized using Johnstone’s Chemistry Triangles and be 
categorized into three patterns as used by Li and Arshad (2014).

Pattern 1 translational skills
Pattern 1 translational skills showed an incomplete interplay of 
modes, as only two sets of modes were related by the students. 
Among the interviewed students, eight of the 10 exhibited 
this pattern. All of the interviewed students in the CLM group 
manifested the pattern - most notable, they only had one-way 
translations. As observed in the translations, the students 
tended to relate only the phenomenon toward the macroscopic 
mode since only teacher-directed laboratory activities were 
included in CLM.

Just like the translational skills of CLM, three of the five 
interviewed students exposed to IMMSA had pattern 1 skills. 
Student E13 only had one-way translations. It is noted in 
this extent of translational skill that the student used only 
one terminal in relating to other modes of representation. 
This means that he was more inclined in the abstract level 
of learning. Meanwhile, the other two students, E7 and E8, 
showed at least one two-way translation. Student E7 had 
a two-way translation between macroscopic and symbolic 
modes, as he could relate laboratory activities to problem-
solving activities and vice-versa. This two-way translation is 
transcribed in Transcription 1.

Student E8, like student E7, had at least one two-way translation 
that is between macroscopic and microscopic modes. This 
signifies that he could relate to concrete experiences when 
dealing with the behavior of molecules at microscopic level 
and vice versa. The transcription of the translation is shown 
in Transcription 2.

Pattern 2 translational skills

Pattern 2 utilizes the three modes of representation but is an 
incomplete interplay among the modes. Two of the interviewed 
students obtained this pattern of translational skills. Student 
E4 used two-way translations twice: Between macroscopic 

Transcription 1: Two‑way translation of student E7
*From the macroscopic terminal:
(Student E7 was performing the experiment and was asked by the 
researcher.)
Researcher: Can you explain what happened?
Student E7:  Ah, change in pressure. Pressure inside is, uhm, lesser which 

makes the atmospheric pressure outside greater, which 
pushes the water up through the glass. → Symbolic mode

*From the symbolic terminal:
(Student E7 was asked to explain his answer in the problem-based 
question.)
Researcher: Explain your answer.
Student E7:  […] and you can 0.97 atm which then justifies why the water 

went up because of the decrease in pressure inside the glass, 
because 1 is > 0.97 atm. → Macroscopic mode

Transcription 2: Two‑way translation of student E8
*From the macroscopic terminal:
(Student E8 was performing the experiment and was asked by the 
researcher.)
Researcher: Okay, what happens?
Student E8: Uhm, the water rises into the glass.
Researcher: Why do you think so?
Student E8:  Because ah, the oxygen, ah the fire creates gas, and the gas 

once it runs out, then the water has to go in.→ Microscopic 
mode

*From the microscopic terminal:
(Student E8 drew his illustration of the experiment.)
Student E8: […]  here’s the candle, and so if it is lighting up. Since there 

is no oxygen that could come in, then the fire gets 
distinguish, right? And so, the water then rises up. → 
Macroscopic mode
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and symbolic modes, and between microscopic and symbolic 
modes. The two-way translations of E4 are included in 
Transcription 3.

Moreover, student E11 also had two-way translations between 
macroscopic and symbolic modes, as well as between 
macroscopic and microscopic modes. It was thereby noted that 
he could move between either of these modes to describe a 
phenomenon. The translation is transcribed in Transcription 4.

To sum up, most of the students utilized a one-way translation 
from symbolic to macroscopic modes or from microscopic 
to macroscopic modes. Furthermore, it was noted that all 
interviewed students from the CLM group had one-way 
translations only, which would seem to indicate that they 
experienced a pedagogy during their CLM that did not take 
into account other modes of representation. It was highlighted, 
however, that most of the students in IMMSA group had two-
way translations which support research in the advantageous 
use of this approach in chemistry (Sanchez, 2017). Since the 
students used their learning within and between modes, the 
interplay created relational understanding in a given chemical 
phenomena. This finding supports Jaber and Boujaoude (2012) 

when they concluded that students’ relational understanding 
could be fostered by an explicit emphasis on teaching the nature 
of chemical knowledge in terms of macroscopic, microscopic, 
and symbolic levels and the relationship among them. Thus, this 
affirmed the theory of Johnstone’s Chemistry Triangle, which 
states that students should integrate the modes of representation 
as these chemical representations complement each other.

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Exposing the students in various chemical representations led 
to the satisfactory extent of translational skills in chemistry. The 
interplay within and between chemical modes of representation 
creates a relational understanding in chemistry, confirming 
Johnstone’s Chemistry Triangle. The study suggests that 
teachers should focus on the translation from the microscopic 
terminal to make students gain deeper understanding on what 
they experience in the laboratory and on what they should be 
skillful in the symbolic mode.
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